
Second Sketch for Larry Shipping

Prelude - Song 1

SINGER:

I can tell the wind is rising

At the shack last night

Asked for something to eat

It's on the riverside

I hear her coming now

Tore me all up inside

Ain't no telling what

O, wouldn't we have a time

The way they treated me

My back and shoulders tired

Stay out there all day

Road seems dark as night

O, wouldn't we have a time

Part 1

[SFX: A single loud hand clap.]

SPEAKER:

I was conceived in an abattoir. My father spat on his hands and went about his business as if it were 

the start of a morning's work. My mother lay there even more like a piece of meat that usual. Her  

own mother had been scared by a herd of bullocks when pregnant: the thunderous murmuration of 

the herd as they approached the low hedge by the side of the country road, before veering off at the 

very last moment, shattered her peace of mind for ever. And it was no surprise – outside the closed 

world of midwives and perinatal clinicians – that on emerging from her womb, all covered in blood,

I was found to have a birthmark which resembled nothing so much as those blue ink stamps that 

indicate the provenance of a ham hock, side of beef, or leg of lamb. “The mark of the beast,” jeered 

my father from the door, a callous man more often than not seen in a leather apron. “The mark of 



the butcher,” my mother muttered at his retreating form which blocked out all the light in the tiny 

house that was our home.

“Writing,” said my mother, as she watched a fox negotiate the wall that backed onto the orchard, 

“originated in haruspicy. And the old woman who invented it for obvious reasons kept the secret 

close to her enormous bosom. Till one day, forced to chose between silence and the death of her 

maiden daughter, she revealed it to the tyrant, to Caesar. And Caesar, being as intelligent as he was 

cruel, delighted in the discover. Within hours the encampment – on the edge of what we'd now 

consider Europe – was awash with the blood of dumb animals. The old crone had indicated that 

with humans the trick simply didn't work: a rare point for celebration amidst the carnival of 

slaughter – and of narrative - that ensued. The emperor emerged from this inaugural bloodbath a 

poet. And he ordered that the woman's hands be amputated: the daughter, released, must serve as 

her handmaiden. And so the craft (or magic) of writing passed to other, lesser hands.

“Imagine if you can that Eden in which vast beasts once roamed insensibly, unaware of the scripts 

they held within their bellies. Back then a fart was a fart; and the undulations of the lower or upper 

intestine, the content of the stomach or the several stomachs, the gut, the gizzard  - all were 

meaningless in that state of antediluvian illiteracy. And then – the flood! Picture, if you can” (it was

my mother speaking: she was a tall woman, in my mind's eye I see her plucking some sort of bird, a

pheasant or pigeon perhaps, though we surely only ate chicken) – “Picture the vast plains of 

prehistoric Asia, when man was but a glorified ape – an animal looking something like a plucked 

turkey, naked and ridiculous and running round in circles - with no sense of hygiene, decorum or 

indeed of time... a mere herd animal, hunting down other herds. In those endless fields of waist-high

grass, browned by the sun which is seen setting over distant rocks (rocks which look strangely like 

factories to us now; or the hangars built for airplanes; or storage units for the items civilisation once

thought worthy of preservation but has forgotten how to use) – from the grass emerges some titanic 

beast, a herbivore the size of a small jet plane, three or four times the size of our elephant or 

hippopotamus. Scientists – clutching at straws and not appreciating the occult significance of the 

creature's enormous gut – would call it Dzungariotherium, or Thalassocnus, or Megalodon: 

whimsical names which reduce the beast to a whimsical, even picaresque, existence. Our herd of 

hungry men are no less ignorant, but their bovine stupidity arises from their stunted sense of 

interioirty. In those days, when we were mere mice, or at least scarcely more than a kind of upright 

possum – fidgety, frightened, frightful, foolish flibberty gibbets – in those days one could hardly 

expect a sage or matriarchal magus, let alone a Caesar to emerge. No, what passed for stories round 

the campfire were mere formless affairs, without start or finish, nor straw to stuff the centre.”



Song 2

SINGER:

Woke up cold in hand

He come easin' by

Scared to call her name

Drove me down the line

In him a resting place

Stand back out the smoke 

And a little eggs

None in there was mine

Never would come up

Trying to blow me down

Twenty-six blocks long

A tree that's standing by 

None in there was mine

None in there was mine

SPEAKER:

I was conceived in a little rowing boat, in the calm of a natural harbour in the south of England, on 

the outskirts of a decommissioned naval base once used for D-Day landing rehearsals. My father, I 

imagined, was the actor Sterling Hayden, who recounts in his autobiography, “Wanderer,” how he 

ran away to sea (being mostly useless and bored at school) and captained his first schooner at the 

age of 22. Naturally my mother adored this Nordic god of a man, who was so tall that his feet stuck 

out over the end of the sloop, the aft. In my imagination perhaps it is the boat that Bette Davis owns

in that movie where she plays twins and John Garfield (or was it Dane Clark rather?) is a tortured 

avant garde painter, the boat she calls “Hunky Dory.” As the gentle nuns wipe the tiny speck of goo

from my newborn skin – the soft light indicates this quiet building is a mission in some benighted 

heathen jungle fastness, far from the Dorset coast – the Mother Superior is surprised and delighted 

to observe a birthmark that to a simple-minded, saintly soul like herself resembles nothing so much 

as the angel Jophiel with his flaming sword.



Here's a scene that few perhaps will recall. It's heading towards dusk and we are standing on a 

beach, a long, wide, sandy beach, on which at intervals are piled in pyramids a great number of 

dying conger eels: expiring in the warm air, at the feet of exhausted fishermen who've been up since

well before dawn, in their fatigues, their waders, hats and sweaters – despite the heat that has left us 

in brief swim wear. Out from the edge of the low surf (this is a beach of enormous waves for much 

of the day, and only the strong venture far) – way out in the waves, where the light grows dark, as 

you recall, as I recall, a man is drowning. Somehow, a rope is slung out to him from a harpoon gun 

(or so it seems) and he is dragged in struggles to safety, emerging purple from the deep blue (even 

black) sea, staggering to the shore, where he collapses. Those who know about such things deal 

swiftly with the situation, but we stand and stare in awe at his beetroot coloured skin, his receding 

hair, his palpable exasperation. And all the while, the writhing of the enormous eels on the orange 

sand as the globe of the sun sinks behind the black of the ocean.

I was conceived in a police cell. My father was the detective leading the investigation into a string 

of bizarre murders that terrorised the town. My mother was the chief forensic officer. Smart woman.

They were madly in love, but convention required them to exhibit signs of a troubled interiority and

they shared the usual booze problem, broken home, failed marriage and cynical disillusion that their

joint interest in human pathology required. I emerged into the world (the birthmark on my forehead 

the single black spade that signifies the Ace) at high speed, in the back of a hijacked ambulance 

driven by the prime suspect – an emergency caesarian that left my mother dead, forcing my father 

to hit the bottle big time and at length withdraw from the world: though not before overpowering 

the serial killer after a convoluted race across the country - and throttling him with his bare hands in

an ossuary beneath an ancient church at the top of a hill in Hythe, watched in almost reverential 

silence by one thousand and twenty two grinning skulls – among then the repentant killers of Saint 

Thomas A Becket. 

Emerging from his tent, the emperor is suddenly surrounded by his guards. Their daggers drawn, 

they step back as his insides spill onto the dry earth, his body and robes in one heap, his guts in 

another. Later the blood stain is said to resemble Hephaestus. Others see the cosmos and yet others 

an aerial map of the remote hamlet in which the tyrant spent his infant years. The meandering river 

makes a jigsaw piece of the land here, where bitterns descend like the coming of a plague, and a jay 

or hoopoe stands, solitary and exuding evil.

I was conceived in the ruins of the Abbey at Planena. My father was the Landgrave in these parts, 



my mother a kind of fresh water fowl – and their union was as unusual in those distant times as it 

remains today. The egg from which I hatched was the size of a hospital pedal bin, of the kind you 

see in a waiting room toilet (in “X-Ray 1,” say): and from it I emerged shedding sticky down (these 

feathers and the albumen that coated them became prized among the swelling band of radical 

painters at the turn of the century, that century of self-destruction to which I was a reluctant 

witness). My first words were a maleficent warning, the cry of a bird of ill-omen. And sure enough, 

the young Landgrave (still a boy, with a boy's bumfluff beard, sexual incontinence, and spots on his

arse and shoulder blades) expired on the spot in a state of shock. The townsfolk hunted down my 

mother, pursuing her through  the reed beds and across the endless march, and chopped her head off

before she sank into the greedy, brooding swamp. As the Landgrave's sole heir, I inherited his vast 

estates, essentially infinite wealth and numerous magnificent possessions – living a life of luxurious

idleness until my 21st birthday. On that fateful day, when the tables were still being laid for the 

evening's feast, and the only sound in the place was the gentle flap of tablecloths as they settled on 

mahogany tables, the cats, then the servants, then the entire estate and the several towns at its 

various edges – all awoke to the sounds of gunfire; to the sounds of the slow distant march of an 

army, heard at intervals in the valleys and ravines; and to the cries of pheasant, partridge, geese, 

peacocks, chickens, pigs, goats, dogs, sheep, cattle, and every human inhabitant of that till then  

tranquil landscape - as the earth itself, its natural and merely human features alike, was torn apart 

and left in the wake of the invaders as a mere pile of rubble.

Song 3

SINGER:

Tell the world where land don't never flow I do

Tell the world the water done cut n stab you too

The best old friends sat on the road and cried

Tell the undertaker nothing but the other side 

Tell a monkey man you had your family there

Don't you let the world good girl catch you here

Don't you tell the world the water done cut you

Don't you let the road the water stab you too

The best old friends have to man the monkey land

The best of friends nothing but a monkey man

SPEAKER:

I look out the bedroom window - which is very small by today's standards, scarcely bigger than my 



own head (which is modest, or at least ordinary). And there in the paddock is our neighbour, the 

student Freud, stark naked and gathering berries. By the light of the moon I can make out the thick 

hair on his legs and torso, the hair massed around his genitals, the merest hint of a beard on his chin 

– for this is the youthful Freud, green as a sorrel leaf, green as an gooseberry. The moon is full in 

the fairytale of a memory, the air still. The stars are as shown in a painting by Paul Delvaux, Freud's

body (despite his hirsuteness) glowing with the moon's light, a maiden's glow, a lunatic light – as if 

he'd never seen the sun: a veritable grub which the moon might pluck and gobble whole.

A cat in the street. Clouds. The prospect of thunder. The child in its bed.

We are gathered on the beach as the sun sets in a midsummer sky. The beach is  mile or two long, 

it's sandy and despite the Romantic aspect we could properly view it as an industrial landscape – 

like the vineyards of the Moselle valley or the turbine infested waters of the English Channel. An 

outdoor factory. At intervals along the shore the fishermen have piled huge heaps of conger eel, 

which in those days (it's the early 1970s) are the daily diet of the people thereabouts and just as 

good as cod. The eels form writhing pyramids of black, twitching flesh, expiring as the sun sinks 

over the Atlantic. A man is drowning, way off in the surf, Lord knows how he swam out so far – 

perhaps a rip tide swept him away – but somehow a rope is shot out into the waves (I imagine a 

harpoon gun is used, but recall no sign of such a thing). A yellow rope, and the fellow is slowly 

dragged back to the shore. This takes some time. He emerges from the waves a violent purple, as if 

his entire torso and limbs have been badly bruised. His hideous aspect, the broiling dark water lit by

the orange sun, the writhing eels, the solemn expectant crowd gathered in excitement as the waves 

crash in – all this is imprinted on my mind for ever with the density of solid iron, a psychological 

object the memory of which I turn over and over in my mind. Over and over again. Over and over 

and over and over and over and over and over and over, as the waves roll in and roll out. 

Song 4

SINGER:

As in an orchard one picks, weighs, keeps or discards the fruit

As in an orchard, one treads softly - for the ground too is thick with fruit

As in an orchard are found all my memories of you

ends


